








Today we are going to learn more about how patterns are used in nearly everything 
we do. A pattern is a thing that repeats, or a repeated way in which something 
happens. 

Patterns can be found in many places in our lives. For example, there are patterns in 
weather such as seasons, days of the week, months of the year, moon cycle, and 
patterns on a leaf. [You can provide familiar everyday patterns that YOUR students 
may be familiar with!]. We even use patterns in our writing. 



Read slide



Another new vocabulary word is sequence: it refers to an ordered set of instructions. 
In order for a pattern to make sense, it must be in the correct sequence. 



For example, here’s a sequence for making a bowl of cereal. If we did these steps out 
of order, we would not be happy! 













Ok, we have some vocabulary we need to make sure we understand:
Commands tell a person or a computer what to do. “I command you to give yourself 
a pat on the back” (pat my own back). 



“Has anyone seen these types of pieces anywhere before? (from warm up) These 
pieces are actually computer “commands.” Commands tell a person or a computer 
what to do. 



Code is the language that computer scientists create and use to tell a computer what 
to do. Code is how we can give instructions to a computer. 



Lets look closely at these blocks again and what they say-
Click "switch,
Click “think,
Click “turn
“these are commands" written in Scratch code, which is the kind we will be working with. 
When we put commands together and give the computer a set of instructions, that is 
called an “algorithm.”



An Algorithm is a list of steps or commands to finish a task. 



Here’s an example of an algorithm. We’ve taken Scratch commands and put them in the 
correct order from top to bottom you have created a sequence of instructions. This would 
tell the computer to say Hi for 2 seconds then turn right 90 degrees.



Ok, let’s review...
Commands tell a person or a computer what to do. “I command you to give yourself 
a pat on the back” (pat my own back). 

An Algorithm is a list of steps or commands to finish a task. So if I told you to pat 
yourself on the back, then wiggle your ears, I am putting two commands together in a 
particular sequence I want you to follow. This is a really simple example of an 
algorithm. (Model, pat back, wiggle ears)

So a command is an instruction and we can create commands for the computer. 
When you put commands together you create an algorithm or a list of steps just like 
Pearl did. But how do you give computers instructions? 

We use code! Code is the instruction that computer scientist create and use to tell a 
computer what to do.
Writing code is like writing the commands for a computer. When you know how to write 
code, you can tell computers what to do. We'll learn how to write code in Scratch.



So remember: When we write instructions or when we write code, the order in which 
we put the commands is called the sequence. It is important that you put your 
commands in the correct order. Just like when you get ready for school. It is important 
that you put on your socks BEFORE you put on your shoes. It would not look quite 
right (and be very uncomfortable) if you put your shoes on THEN put on your socks! 
The same is true when we give computers commands in code. Putting commands in 
the correct sequence is VERY IMPORTANT!”
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So remember: When we write instructions or when we write code, the order in which 
we put the commands is called the sequence. It is important that you put your 
commands in the correct order. Just like when you get ready for school. It is important 
that you put on your socks BEFORE you put on your shoes. It would not look quite 
right (and be very uncomfortable) if you put your shoes on THEN put on your socks! 
The same is true when we give computers commands in code. Putting commands in 
the correct sequence is VERY IMPORTANT!”



“If you do not follow the correct sequence of commands, your recipe will not turn out 
correct.
The same thing happens when you don’t identify patterns and follow the correct 
sequence when writing a code...things will not turn out like you wanted them to!

When you write a set of instructions or a procedure, you have to be very clear so 
that others can follow your instructions without getting confused. This is a lot like 
what computer scientists do: they write instructions for computers. They have to 
be very clear and careful, because a computer is just a machine and will do 
exactly what it is told. No matter if you’re writing for a human or a computer, the 
instructions have to be in the right order, or the right sequence, or else they 
would make no sense!



We can use a program called Scratch to write code and tell our computer what to do.

Scratch uses these command blocks to create an algorithm or list of instructions. This 
is what some of the command blocks look like, what do you think these blocks might 
do? Pause here and share with your teacher.



Play the video and click “see inside” to show students how the start block initiates 
actions in Scratch.



Play the video to show students how the think block works: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xgv1w5kl8wvrby4/ThinkCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xgv1w5kl8wvrby4/ThinkCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=0


Play the video to show students how the say block works: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xakgwx6g8lwp3y/SayForSecondsCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=
0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xakgwx6g8lwp3y/SayForSecondsCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1xakgwx6g8lwp3y/SayForSecondsCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=0






Ok, let’s get started. Pause here and leave this screen up so that you can check on 
your goals. Please navigate to Scartch.mit.edu in your web browser.  
This is just to get familiar with scratch, so don’t worry about making mistakes. Just try 
a few things and see what happens! If you get stuck, take a deep breath and try 
again. You can do it!

Note to teacher: as students are working, Review how Scratch blocks can be used to 
create a pattern and sequence.



Model how students can share Scratch creations to their teacher’s studio



Video modeling how students can share Scratch creations to their teacher’s studio

Scratch - Imagine, Program, Share

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted&wvideo=rpjvs3v9gj


Play video




